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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a novel approach for
reader-emotion categorization using word embedding learned
from neural networks and an SVM classifier. The primary
objective of such word embedding methods involves learning
continuous distributed vector representations of words through
neural networks. It can capture semantic context and syntactic
cues, and subsequently be used to infer similarity measures
among words, sentences, and even documents. Various methods
of combining the word embeddings are tested for their perfor-
mances on reader-emotion categorization of a Chinese news
corpus. Results demonstrate that the proposed method, when
compared to several other approaches, can achieve comparable
or even better performances.

Keywords-neural network; word embedding; document rep-
resentation; reader emotion;

I. INTRODUCTION

With the rapid growth of the Internet, sharing information

has become exceedingly easy. It is very common nowadays

for everyone to instantly share on social media websites

one’s experiences and emotions regarding virtually anything

[1], [2]. By means of modern computational technologies,

we can quickly collect and classify data about human emo-

tions for further research. Studies on emotion classification

aims to predict the emotion categories (e.g., happy or angry)

of the given text [3], [4]. Moreover, business entities have

realized the potential of the crowd on opinions toward their

products and services. Therefore, emotion classification has

been attracting more and more attention, e.g., [5], [6].

The emotion contained in texts can be roughly divided

into two aspects, i.e, writer’s and reader’s emotions. In

short, writer’s emotion is the emotion expressed by the

author of an article, while reader’s emotion is the reader’s

response after reading it. The writer may directly express

her feelings through some emotional words or emoticons.

However, the reader’s emotion can be invoked by not only

the received content but also her personal experiences or

knowledge [7]. Thus, the stimulus of reader-emotion can be

more complicated, which makes recognizing reader-emotion

a more challenging task than writer-emotion [8], [9]. For

instance, the news title “Dozens killed after military plane
crashes in Indonesian city” is likely to trigger some angry

or worried emotions in its readers, despite the fact that it is a

description of an event which contains no emotional words.

In the recent years, we witness an increasing interest

in vector space representations for words and documents

through neural network or deep learning models, e.g., [10]–

[14]. Thus, we propose a novel approach that uses word

embedding learned from neural networks and an SVM

classifier to categorize reader-emotions in news articles.

We hope to utilize the power of deep learning to capture

hidden connections between the words on the surface and

the potential invocation of human emotions. Experiments

demonstrate that this method can achieve a comparable

or even better performance than other well-known text or

emotion categorization methods.

II. PREVIOUS WORK

Past work about emotion detection were mainly focused

on the writer’s emotion. Several researches considered

emoticons from weblogs as categories for text classifica-

tion. In their studies, emoticons were taken as moods or

emotion tags, and textual keywords were taken as features.

For example, [15] used emoticons in newsgroup articles

to extract instances relevant for training polarity classifiers.

Other methods use emoticons as tags to train support vector

machines at the document or sentence level [16], [17].

On the other hand, several work were mainly concerned

with the textual information only. [18] classified movie

reviews into positive and negative emotions. [19] proposed

a sentence level emotion recognition method using dialogs

as their corpus, in which “Happy”, “Unhappy”, or “Neutral”

was assigned to each sentence as its emotion category.

However, writers and readers do not always share the

same emotions regarding the same text. [20] tried to au-

tomatically annotated reader emotions on a writer emotion

corpus with a reader emotion classifier, and studied the

interactions between writers and readers with the writer-

reader emotion corpus. Unfortunately, the readers’ emotion

has not attracted much attention. Classifying emotion from

the reader’s perspective is a challenging task, and research

on this topic is relatively sparse as compared to those

considering the writers’ point of view. Due to the recent
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increase in the popularity of Web 2.0, news websites, such

as Yahoo! Kimo News, incorporated the technology that

allows readers to express their emotions toward news articles

through voting. Thus, [7] attempts to classify Yahoo! News

articles into 8 emotion classes from the readers’ perspectives.

III. METHOD

We propose a novel usage of word and document embed-

ding for emotion classification. One of the well-known stud-

ies on developing word embedding methods was presented

in [10]. It estimated a statistical language model, formalized

as a feed-forward neural network, for predicting future

words in the context while inducing word embeddings (or

representations) as a by-product. Such an attempt has already

motivated many follow-up extensions to develop similar

methods for learning latent semantic and syntactic regular-

ities in various NLP applications. Representative methods

include the continuous bag-of-word (CBOW) model and

the skip-gram (SG) model [21]. They have been proven

to be successful in many tasks including and beyond NLP.

However, there is little work done to utilize these methods

for use in Chinese text categorization tasks. We will briefly

introduce these models in the following sections.

A. Continuous Bag-of-word (CBOW) Model

The concept of CBOW is motivated by the distributional

hypothesis [22], which states that words with similar mean-

ings often occur in similar contexts and thus suggests to

look for word representations that capture their context dis-

tributions. Rather than seeking to learn a statistical language

model, the CBOW model tries to obtain a dense vector

representation (embedding) of each word directly [21]. The

structure of CBOW is similar to a feed-forward neural

network, with the exclusion of the non-linear hidden layer.

In this way, the model can still retain good performances

and be trained on much more data efficiently while getting

around the heavy computational burden incurred by the non-

linear hidden layer. Formally, given a sequence of words

w1, w2, · · · , wT , the objective function of CBOW is to

maximize the log-probability expressed in (1):

T∑

t=1

logP̂ (wt|wt−c, · · · , wt−1, wt+1, · · · , wt+c), (1)

where c is the window size of the training context for the

central word wt, and T denotes the length of the training

corpus. The conditional probability P in Eq. (1) is defined

by:

P̂ (wt|wt+c
t−c) =

evw̄t ·vwt

V∑

i=1

evw̄t ·vwi

, (2)

where vwi denotes the vector representation of the word w
at position t; V indicates the size of the vocabulary; and vw̄t

denotes the (weighted) average of the vector representations

of the context words of wt [21], [23], which can be further

expressed in the form:

vw̄t =

c∑

j=−c,j �=0

αj · vwt+j , (3)

where αj is a weighting factor associated with the distance

between the central word wt and the context word wt+j .

B. Skip-gram (SG) Model

In contrast to the CBOW model, the SG model employs an

inverse training objective for learning word representations

with a simplified feed-forward neural network [14], [21],

[24]. Formally, given a sequence of words, w1, w2, · · · , wT ,

the objective function of SG is to maximize the following

log-probability:

T∑

t=1

c∑

j=−c,j �=0

logP̂ (wt+j |wt), (4)

where c is the window size of the training context for the

central word wt; and the conditional probability can be

calculated by:

P̂ (wt+j |wt) =
evwt+j

·vwt

V∑

i=1

evwi
·vwt

, (5)

where vwt+j and vwt denote the word representations of

words at position t+ j and t, respectively.

In addition, improvements to the training procedure have

been proposed to increase speed and effectiveness. They

include the hierarchical soft-max algorithm (HS) and the

negative sampling algorithm (NS) [11], [24], [25].

Both methods adopt a sequential training process for

learning the parameters (word representations), so the

trained model may be drastically affected by the order of

the training samples. Therefore, randomization and multiple

iterations of the corpus are often utilized when training these

models.

C. Vector Representation for Documents

Recently, neural-network-based approaches for learning

vector representations for documents have been proposed

[14]. Originally, the word vectors are used to predict the

next word in the sentence. This idea can be extended for

document vectors in a similar manner. If every document

is mapped to a unique vector, which can be thought of

as a special word, we can use it to predict other words

in the same document. During training, the word vectors

will be learned first. Then, a sliding window over the whole

document is used to sample every word. Eventually, we can

obtain a vector for each document that contains information

of embeddings in the whole document. More specifically,

document vectors (and word vectors) are learned with a

stochastic gradient descent obtained via back-propagation.
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For each iteration, the vector for a document is fed through

the neural network, then we can compute the error gradient

from the network and use the gradient to update the docu-

ment vector.

Moreover, document vectors have some advantages over

traditional bag-of-words models. First, since they are based

on word vectors, the semantics of the words can also be

incorporated. Second, they can include information from

a much broader context, i.e., the whole document. Such

feature usually requires a very large n in n-gram models,

hence a heavy toll on the memory. Lastly, since the docu-

ment vectors are learned from sequentially feeding the word

vectors into the network, the ordering of the words can also

be considered.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Dataset and Setting

We collected a corpus of Chinese news articles from an

online news site1, in which each article is voted from read-

ers with emotion tags in eight categories: angry, worried,

boring, happy, odd, depressing, warm, and informative. We

consider the voted emotions as the reader’s emotion toward

the news. Following previous studies that used a similar

source, we exclude “informative” as it is not considered as

an emotion category [7], [8]. In this evaluation, we only

consider coarse-grained emotion categories (i.e., positive and

negative). Thus, fine-grained emotions like happy, warm,

and odd are merged into ‘positive’, while angry, boring,

depressing, and worried are merged into ‘negative’. To

ensure the quality of our evaluation, only articles with a clear

statistical distinction between the highest vote of emotion

and others determined by t-test with a 95% confidence

level are retained. Finally, 27,000 articles are kept, and

divided into the training set and the test set, each containing

10,000 and 17,000 articles, respectively. Each set contains

roughly the same amount of positive and negative articles.

For evaluation metrics, we adopt the convention of using

accuracy measures as in [7].

At the outset, word vectors are trained using CBOW and

SG models with negative sampling (NS) and hierarchical

soft-max (HS). These word vectors are subsequently used

to train document vectors. Afterwards, they are used as

representations for the documents and sent to support vector

machines (SVM) [26] in order to classify the reader-emotion

of the document, denoted as DV-SVM. We first experiment

with various settings for the dimensionality of the vector, and

the best settings are compared with other methods described

below.

Several other text representation models are also imple-

mented. First, a baseline system that uses Naı̈ve Bayes

for classification, is denoted as NB [27]. In addition, we

evaluate a probabilistic graphical model called LDA for

1https://tw.news.yahoo.com

Table I
ACCURACIES (%) OF DV-SVM USING DIFFERENT MODELS AND

VECTOR DIMENSIONALITY.

Dimensionality
Model

CBOW SG

10 76.69 75.98

50 83.94 80.48

100 85.97 81.81

150 86.67 82.63

300 87.37 85.47
400 84.62 83.38

representation of a document [28] (denoted as LDA)2. Next,

since it has been proved that keywords are very effective

in text classification tasks [30], an emotion keyword-based

model is also compared (denoted as KW). Both LDA and KW
are trained using SVM classifiers. Lastly, CF denotes a state-

of-the-art reader-emotion recognition method that combines

various features including bi-grams, words, meta-data, and

emotion category words [7].

B. Results & Discussion

Table I is a comparison of accuracies by using different

dimensionality of the vector to train DV-SVM. By using

a document vector with just 10 dimensions, DV-SVM can

achieve a substantial accuracy of over 75% for both models.

For the most part, the increase in performance is positively

related to dimensionality. We also observed that the differ-

ence between the two models, CBOW and SG, is not very

obvious.

Interestingly, it shows that increasing the dimensionality

of the vector does not promise to improve the performance.

We believe that the drop in accuracy when using higher

dimension vectors may be attributed to the over-fitting effect.

In the end, we can achieve the best performance for both

CBOW and SG models using a vector dimensionality of

300. In particular, the CBOW model reaches a slightly better

accuracy of 87.37% than SG’s 85.47%. However, it has been

reported that the SG model is more efficient in other tasks

[21]. We conclude that the optimal model and dimensionality

for vectors may be closely related to the amount of training

samples and the classification complexity.

Table II shows a comprehensive evaluation of DV-SVM
and other methods. The baseline method NB can only obtain

a low accuracy of 52.78%. It indicates that using only

surface word weightings and ignore inter-word relations can

not lead to a satisfactory result. In contrast, the LDA model

greatly outperforms NB with an overall accuracy of 74.16%.

2The dictionary required by all comparing methods is constructed by
removing stop words in [29], and retaining tokens that make up 90% of the
accumulated frequency. For unseen events, we use the Laplace smoothing
in NB. We use a toolkit at http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/tmt/tmt-0.4/ to
implement LDA.
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Table II
COMPARISON OF THE ACCURACIES OF READER-EMOTION

CLASSIFICATION SYSTEMS.

Methods Accuracy(%)
NB 52.78

LDA 74.16

KW 80.81

CF 85.70

DV-SVMCBOW300 87.37

The ability of including both local and long-distance word

relations may be the reason for its success.

Notably, the KW model shows substantial effectiveness in

categorizing the emotions. It indicates that reader-emotion

can largely be recognized by using only the weighting of

keywords. As mentioned in Section I, we presume that this is

due to the strong relation between specific persons or events

and emotions. It is conceivable that articles containing tragic

events or notorious people can cause readers to have negative

feelings, while joyous events lead to positive emotions.

Meanwhile, the integration of complicated lexical feature

sets (e.g., character bi-grams, word dictionary, and emotion

keywords) in CF allows it to reach a satisfactory overall

accuracy around 86%. It suggests that, in order to capture

more profound emotions hidden in the text, one has to

consider not only surface words, but also the relations and

semantics within it. By representing word-word relations

through bi-grams and dictionaries, this system can obtain

a better result.

On the other hand, document vectors learned in DV-SVM
can surpass other methods and achieve the best outcome. It

demonstrates that document embedding learned from neural

networks can successfully encode the complex relations

between words in an article into a dense vector. These

embeddings can supply substantial discriminating power

to a vector-based classifier like SVM. Moreover, such an

approach has the advantage of requiring very little super-

vision and feature engineering. It automatically learns the

importance or weights of various words inherently.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a novel approach for reader-

emotion classification using document embedding as fea-

tures for the SVM classifier. We first investigate the effect

of dimensionality on representing a document with a vector,

and found that higher dimension does not always guarantee

better performance. The choice of the modeling scheme and

parameters could be an empirical one. Then, we demon-

strate that using document embedding for reader-emotion

classification can yield substantial success. In the future,

more work can be done on designing different algorithms to

combine word vectors that can lead to a better representation

of a document. Also, exploring the possibilities of projecting

semantic knowledge-base onto the vector space is another

interesting line of research. Lastly, we hope to extend this

approach to other NLP applications.
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